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	The Linked Open Data Project started just four years ago in 2007. In that short time
	Linked Data has grown into an almost mainstream activity for many governments
	around the world. As of this writing, the US Government’s open data site listed
	twenty one countries whose governments publish open data regarding the operations
	of their public sector, with roughly one third of them publishing Linked Data using
	the data standards of theWorldWideWeb Consortium1. Those numbers show every
	sign of increasing in the immediate future.


	TheWorldWideWeb of 2011 is a mature and trusted information system, allowing
	its broad adoption even by laggards. As an information system owned by no one
	and yet open to vendors, governments and private citizens, the Web has become a
	natural place to publish information for public dissemination. The wide availability
	of Web clients, be they on mobile phones, laptop or desktop computers, tablets or
	game consoles, and the provision of public access services (especially by libraries)
	has made publication on theWeb a preferred way for governments to empower their
	citizenry, or at least pretend to do so.


	The Web is mature, and yet ever changing. The use of the Web to facilitate clean
	and uncorrupt government is likewise both viable now and capable of so much more
	in the future. It is our privilege to be a part of that change. We hope the information
	presented in this book can assist readers to join us.


	The uptake of open data publication in general and Linked Data approaches in
	specific has mirrored interest by the public in governmental transparency. Some
	activists, such as the non-profits Sunlight Foundation2 and Transparency International3,
	aim to foster governmental fairness and reduce opportunities for corruption,
	nepotism and other illegal activities. Although the thesis that governmental transparency
	initiatives will assist those goals has yet to be proven, Sunlight Foundation
	in particular has embraced the publication of governmental information on theWeb.
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Working with India: The Softer Aspects of a Successful Collaboration with the Indian IT & BPO IndustrySpringer, 2008
Globalization requires effective international and cross-cultural collaboration. When project teams from Western cultures first come into contact with colleagues from the Indian IT and BPO industry, prejudices against the new and unknown are typically amplified. This book is a start on the journey of cultural appreciation for managers, project...
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Beginning App Development with Parse and PhoneGapApress, 2015

	Beginning App Development with Parse and PhoneGap teaches you how to start app development with Parse and PhoneGap: free and open source software. Using the building block languages of the web--HTML, JavaScript, and CSS--you’ll be on your way to creating a fully working product with minimal effort as fast as possible. With over...
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Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2010

	Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 is a sophisticated Enterprise Resource Planning system with a multitude of features and options. However, the implementation of Dynamics GP is usually considered to be complex, and people often realize there must be more efficient ways of working with the system. This step-by-step guide will show you how to...
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The Art and Science of NFC Programming (Information Systems, Web and Pervasive Computing Series: Intellectual Technologies Set)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Even if the NFC standard is young (developed in 2004), I have

	been asked to write this book for several years now, due to the

	pioneering role played in France (and in Europe) by our Computer

	Science Master’s degree MBDS (www.mbds-fr.org) at the University

	of Nice – Sophia-Antipolis around the prototyping of innovative...
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Introducing Autodesk Maya 2016: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2015

	Start modeling right away with this hands-on guide to learning Autodesk Maya 2016


	Introducing Autodesk Maya 2016 is the official guide to the most popular and complex 3D application on the market. Building from the ground up, this book combines straightforward text with practical examples that make it easy to...
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Laptops For Dummies Quick Reference (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
If you’re a part of the business world, chances are that you need to use a laptop for mobile computing. Newly revised and updated to serve as a valuable guide for anyone who operates a laptop computer, Laptops for Dummies Quick Reference, 2nd Edition is an indispensable guide that’s perfect for when you’re on...
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